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I. DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE
John Galsworthy enjoys the unique distinction of being both
an excellent novelist end an excellent dramatist. His reputation
was made by a rapid succession of masterpieces. His preeminence
in the field of the novel is unquestioned. His achievements in
the field of the drama, most critics agree, accord him a place
among the foremost playwrights of the age.
As ea.rly as 1909 G-alsworthy outlined his dramatic program
in an article v/hich appeared in the Fortnightly Review
,
entitled
’’Some ^latitudes Concerning hrama." The article was later in-
cluded in a volume of essays called The Inn of Tranquillity . It
is significant in a general way as a noteworthy discussion of the
character and -ourposes of the modern drama. T t is especially in-
teresting as a revelation of Galsworthy’s ov/n aims and methods,
for through out his playwri ght ing career he has adhered to the
•nrinciples set forth in the article, although many of his plays
reveal that he has ma.de advances in technique.
A. Realism
The dominant characteristic of Hr. Galsworthy's art is real-
ism, or, as he prefers to term it, naturalism, naturalistic drama
the playwright points out, is often termed photographic. Yet, "to
be vital, to grip, such drama is in every respect as dependent on
imagination, construction, selection, and el imination--the main
lav/s of artistry— as ever was the romantic or rhapsodic play. The
question of natural ist ic technique will bear, indeed, much more
study than has yet been given to it. The aim of the dramatist
iI
2employing it is obviously to create such an illusion of actual
life passing on the stage as to compel the spectator to pass
through an experience of his own, to think, and talk, and move
with the people he sees thinking, talking, and moving in front of
him. A false phrase
,
a single word out of tune or time, will
destroy that illusion and spoil the surface as surely as a stone
heaved into a still pool shatters the image there.”* In the
Preface to the ,rManaton” edition of his plays, Galsworthy again
mentions his preference for naturalism. ”1 man find this severe
technique good not only for the dramatist, who is cleansed by a
sort of self-inflicted purgatory, but for the audience, v/ho
,
not
getting the passions torn to tatters for them, must use their
imagination more freely to obtain a full effect. There is a cer-
tain poignant value in suggestion, even on the stage, which has
not received full recognition."
It should be understood, however, that it is only the tech-
nique of Gal swor thy ' s ple.ys that may be termed naturalistic. The
true spirit and motivating force are distinctly idealistic. At
heart Galsworthy is a reformer, and his plays reveal a didactic
tendency. Didacticism might easily be a menace to his art, but,
says Hr. A. P. ?!organ, "his skill enables him to cope with the
demon af didacticism, and with the utmost subtlety he succeeds in
giving it ample scope and yet in keeping it within the bounds of
realism. "**
*"Some Platitudes Concerning Drama," included in The Inn of
Tranquillity
.
~ x
*A . S’. ?{organ
,
Tendencie s of Hodern Pnglish Drama
,
p. 121.
/
1
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3One device frequently employed in this cause is that of pro-
viding opportunities for speech -making. Strife is an excellent
example where in varying points of view are disclosed at length by
old Anthony, the conservative capitalist, Roberts, leader of the
strikers, Fdgar
,
a company director, and Thomas, member of the
workmen’s committee. A board meeting and a gathering of the
strikers give occasions for speeches. In The Hob
,
Stephen More
rehearses the peroration of a speech he has prepared to give in
the Rouse, denouncing England’s foreign policy; and again, near
the end of the play, he addresses himself to the mob in bitter
denunciation. In Jus t i c
e
there is the speech of Frome
,
attorney
for young balder, who in the trial scene reveals the dramatist’s
views on the subject of the treatment of criminals.
Mr. Galsworthy's preference for naturalism prompts him to
abhor unrealistic theatricality. He seems deliberately to avoid
big scenes, heightened emotional effects, and striking '’curtains.”
In the '’Platitudes” he says: ”Y/e want no more bastard drama; no
more attempts to dress out the simple dignity of everyday life in
the peacock’s feathers of false lyricism; no more straw- stuffed
heroes or heroines; no more rabbits and goldfish from the con-
jurer's pockets, nor any limelight. Let us have starlight, moon-
light, sunlight, and the light of our ovm self-respect.”
T t is interesting to contrast this attitude with that of
Sir Arthur Pinero, who says that dramatic talent is but the raw
material of theatrical talent and that the great dramatist must
produce the greatest emotional effect possible, "that peculiar kind
of emotional effect, the production of which is the one great
i*
4function of the theatre." Pinero himself is a master in the use
of theatrical talent, while Galsworthy decries it. Galsworthy is
concerned with life itself. He is willing to reveal the dramatic
in life— in fact, he does so repeatedly with the most consummate
shill—hut he refuses to holster up life situations for the sake
of creating "the greatest possible amount of that peculiar kind
of emotional effect” which Hr. Pinero insists is very important.
Galsv/orthy even swings to the opposite extreme of employing re-
straint in the interest of utter fairness.
In comparing these tv/o dramatists, Pinero and Galsv/orthy,
Clayton Hamilton accords the honors to Pinero. ’’Pinero, the
master-craftsman,” he writes, ”can make a great play out of next
to nothing
,
as he did in the instance of The Thunderholt ; hut
Galsv/orthy can make a great play only when he has haprjened--as in
the case of Justice- -to hit upon a subject that is so inherently
dramatic that it v/ill carry itself without the aid of any notable
exercise of dramatic talent." And then, a few pages later, ap-
narently warming to his thesis, Hamilton states succinctly:
"Hr. Galsworthy is not a great ’playwr ight . He may he a great man,
he may he a great novelist, he may he a great writer; hut he is
not, on these accounts, to he regarded as a great dramatist."*
following that brave announcement
,
the critic derides that
"Olympian impartiality of mind” and that "God-like lack of special
sympathy in regard to any of his characters" as traits repugnant to
the ordinary theatre-goer. He maintains that the spectator wishes
*Problems of the Playwright
,
p. 154.

5to see a struggle in which his sympathies are clearly directed
so that he may "root" for one side as at a "ball-game
.
7fere T7r. Gal sworthy T s sympathies with the spectator, Clayton
Hamilton tells us
,
he would renounce the fine impartiality dis-
played in Strife
,
,T and would descend to the arena
,
to fight and
bleed for the humanly and naturally partisan. " Hut in doing so,
would not Galsworthy indeed be taking a long step downward? Would
he not be smothering his own broad sense of values and adopting
the narrow, petty viewpoint of the least enlightened of the audi-
ence for the sake of sympathizing with the spectator? Has he not
advanced a step beyond his fellow dramatist s--Pinero and others of
the "theatrical" school— in recognising the virtues of both sides
of a problem and in insisting that each be fairly represented?
Again, Mr. Hamilton affirms that a theatrical craftsman could
easily increase the amount of emotional effect produced in Justice ,
Acts Two and Three, he says, are empty of surprise and suspense.
They do not advance the narrative at all. Yet Hamilton admits
that, as Gel sworthy has written them, these are the two most in-
teresting acts of the play. ~s not this an admission that Galsworthy
has something better to offer than mere theatricality?
The critic points out other opportunities for heightening the
emotional effect in Justice . Palder might have been innocent and
falsely convicted. Or, supposing him guilty, the motive for his
crime might have been such as to arouse more sympathy. He might
have stolen the money to save a dying mother from starvation, or
he might have been persecuted by his employer. Galsworthy chooses
ii
6
.
to have Haider steal the money so that he may elope with a married
woman. The emotional effect might have been increased if the
warden were a tyrant instead of a kindly sort of man. And then
Mr. Hamilton concludes the discussion by saying that Justice is
undeniably a great play, ’’despite the fact, or possibly because of
the fact, that the treatment of the subject is deliberately un-
theatrical.’’
Mr. Hamilton directs attention to Galsworthy T s deliberate
avoidance of so-called ’’big scenes." He points out that the
audience expects such a scene in the final act of Justice
,
when
Falder, just released from prison, meets Ruth and must learn the
crushing story of her infidelity. But Galsworthy ushers both
characters from the stage end the big scene is denied the audience,
for the evident purpose of centering interest on the social theme
rather than on the personal reactions of hero and heroine. In re-
gard to The Rugitive
,
Hamilton is of the opinion that the play-
wright would have done far better to use the story as the basis of
a novel. He believes that the most interesting scenes in the sad
career of Clare Redmond are not presented and that the play suffers
accordingly. Likewise, in The Eldest Son he sees a grave error in
omitting the sekne faire from the last act of the play. Yet it
is undeniable that the social significance of the theme is much
greater than could possibly be the case if there were a stormy
scene between Rreda and young Studdenham.
Respite Mr. Hamilton’s keen disapproval of the lack of
theatrical effect in Galsworthy’s plays, he utters two sentences
((
Vthat seem to nullify his own criticism. On page 148 in his
Problems of the Playwrigh t one finds the following: r, It should
always be remembered that theatrical efficiency is the one thing
that TTr. Galsworthy has made up his mind to get along without.
It must be admitted, also, that he gets along without it most sur-
prisingly. So great is his dramatic talent that he seems to
achieve more by leaving life alone than he could possibly achieve
by arranging life in accordance with a technical pattern, however
dexterous theatrically." In view of 7 lt. Galsworthy’s own comments
upon the difficulty of writing naturalistic drama, it may be said
here that Mr. Hamilton scarcely does that artist justice when he
speaks of his "leaving life alone." But aside from that inaccuracy
of expression, there remains the big concession that Galsworthy
accomplishes more without theatricality than he possibly could with
it. And that concession, coming from Mr. Hamilton, is distinctly
surprising end noteworthy.
Although Galsworthy is definitely opposed to the theatrical
tendency, A. H. Morgan mentions two instances in v/hich Galsworthy
has planned "curtains" that produce the theatrical effect.* One
comes at the end of Act One in The ^ldest Son
,
when Freda tells
Bill her secret.
BILL. Bo you mean this? (She bov/s her head.)
FRPDA. Father brought me up not to whine
. Like the puppies
when they hold them up by their tails. (V/ith a
sudden break in her voice) 0h.T Bill.’
BILL. Freda.’ Good God.’ By Jove.’ This is .’
^Tendencies of Modern English Drama
,
p. 122.

8Another example is seen at the end of Act One in The Skin dame
,
in the symbolic handshake of Jill and Rolf, representing two
rival families.
JILL. Fnemy?
ROLF. Yes, enemy.
JILT. Before the battle--let T s shake hands.
(They grasp each other’s hands in the center of the French
window.
)
B. Plots
Let us now consider plots. Gal sv;orthy gives this definition:
’’A good plot is that sure edifice which slowly rises out of the
interplay of circumstance on temperament, and temperament on cir-
cumstance, within the enclosing atmosphere of an idea.”* He says
that a human being is the best plot there is. A bad plot is
characterized as a row of stakes with a character impaled on each.
Thus strikingly Galsworthy impresses the fact that a plot must not
be composed of mere facts or ideas, in which the characters are
accessories to be manipulated like puppets. Such characters are
created for the stake, and the stake gets them.
Galsworthy is true to his definition. His plots are not so
conceived that the interest rnainlv defends on the ingenuity of
the story. They are the unfolding of a situation, with its ef-
fects on character, all "within the atmosphere of an idea.”
^ach play must have a theme, and every scene, every speech, must
contribute something to the development of that theme.
*”Some Platitudes Concerning Drama”
((
9All of Galsworthy's great olays leal with some great social
problem. The Silver ^ox
,
his first drama, shows us one law for
the rich and another for the poor. Strife treats of the social
war between capital and labor; it ends v/ith wasted lives and a
settlement exactly the same as one earlier proposed and rejected.
The Pigeon considers the plight of the vagabonds and the poor.
The Eldest Son is concerned v/ith morality as applied to the rich
and to the poor. The Fugitive presents the problem of woman's
position in social life. In all of these plays, as well as in
Justice, The Hob, and Loyalties
,
there is clash and conflict be-
tween superhuman forces.
It is probably true that Galswor thy T s most effective plays
are based on situations which are in themselves intensely dramatic.
The Silver Pox
,
Strife
,
Justice
,
The Pigeon
,
The Skin Game
,
and
Loyalties are examoles. In other plays, such as Joy
,
The Hldest
Son, and The Hob
,
the situations are less dramatic. John Cunliffe
is of the opinion that such plays as The fugitive
,
The Hob
,
and The
Show seem to indicate that Galsworthy is not at his best in dealing
with special cases of faulty institutions or administration.* He
is most successful when he uses the familiar facts of modern life
to suggest their ov/n lesson.
Climaxes do not occur in every Galsworthy play, but where
they do occur, they come naturally and inevitably. There is a
dramatic climax in The Fugitive . We are prepared for it; we see
it coming from the first act; it is pitiful and he ar trending.
Likewise there are carefully planned climaxes in Justice and
*Hodern Lngl i sh Playwrights
,
p. 108.
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The Mob, although these are slightly different -in that an element
of sudden impulse or accident weakens the tragic force of the
climax. ^lder suddenly plunges to his c eath as he is being led
away by the detective Mister. Stephen More is stabbed by a
crazed member of the mob that forces its way into his home. Yet
both these occurrences, sudden and unexpected though they may be,
are nevertheless natural consequences of events that lea.d up to
them.
In a study of tragic conclusions it is found that five of
Galsworthy's plays end v/ith the death of the principal character.*
These are Justice
,
The Migitive
,
The Mob
,
Loyalties
,
and Old
vngl i sh . In most cases there is a softening glow of tenderness
and pity in the final scene. Falder and Dancy, both of whom com-
mit suicide, are mourned over by grief-stricken women who had
loved them while they lived. In The Mob there is an ironical
touch in the student's picking up an abandoned Union Jack and lay-
ing it on the body of More; but the tragic close is brightened by
the brief scene immediately foilowing--dawn of a late spring day
revealing a statue erected to the memory of More . Then Clare
Redmond dies, gardenia blossoms fall into her lap; there is the
sound of distant music playing the last notes of the old song,
"This day a stag must die.™, and the sound ascends to a higher
octave, sv/eet and thin, "like a spirit passing"; a French waiter
reverently crosses himself; and a woman kisses Clare upon the
forehead. Fven Sylvanus Heythorp, in Old English
,
though he has
been something of a scamp, is visited by young Phyllis, who slips
*R. H. Coats, John Gal swo rthy as a Dramatic Artist
,
p. 184.
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some lilies of the valley into his "buttonhole ana blows him a
kiss, believing that "Guardy" is merely sleeping.
Tn some plays Galsworthy has made admirable use of dramatic
looks at the conclusi on of the final act. In The Silver Box
,
when the "high" and the "low" characters are together on the
stage, there is the final humbly appealing gesture of Mrs. Jones,
and when Barthwick hurries from the courtroom, she watches him
go, all the sorrow and wrong of the play expressed in that look.
John Anthony and Pavid Roberts exchange tragic looks at the close
of Strife, as do Pancy end ae Levis towards the close of Loyal ties .
The element of suspense provides the chief source of interest
in some plays. Tn Justice we are kept in suspense awaiting the
decision of the judge in the trial scene. Interest is well sus-
tained in Loyal tie s v/hile an effort is being made to discover the
one responsible for the robbery. The Skin Game presents an excit-
ing straggle between two rival families, and suspense figures very
decidedly as honors vary. In The 51 de st Son there is keen interest
in the attitude of Sir William toward the affair between his son
and Preda, and the element of suspense is heightened by a family
discussion of his probable reaction. Escape
,
Galsworthy 1 s last
play, is another example of the author's skillful use of dramatic
suspense, for here we are intensely interested in the fortunes of
an escaped convict who ha. s won our sympathy.
Galswor thy ' s plays present many interesting examples of
parallelism and contrast. In his first play, The Silv er Box, Jack
Barthwick and Jim Jones are both found to be guilty of theft on
the same evening. Barthwick steals a woman's bag; Jones steals
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a silver cigarette "box. Both men have "been drinking and are ir-
responsible. There is contrast in their social positions: young
Barthwick is the son of a wealthy member of Parliament; Jones is
a disre putable loafer. Bar thwick T s theft is overlooked, and Jones
is sentenced to one month’s hard labor. The parallelism and con-
trast are carefully pointed out in the court scene near the end of
Act Three. The magistrate addresses Jones:
MAGISTRATE. Your conduct has been most improper. You give
the excuse that you were drunk when you stole the box.
I tell you that is no excuse. If you choose to get
drunk and break the lav/ afterwards you must take the
consequences
. And let me tell you that men like you,
who get drunk and give v/ay to your spite or whatever
it is that’s in you, are--are--a nuisance to the
community
.
JACK. (Leaning from his seat) Bad.’ That’s what you said to
me J
Then, after the sentence has been given, the accused speaks. ’’Call
this justice? ’That about ’im? T E got drunk.’ ’E took the purse--
’e took the purse but it’s ’ is money got r im off- - Jus tice ’ ” And of
course Jones speaks truly.
There is an echo of the double standard idea in The Eldest Son
,
which reveals two illicit love affairs. Sir ’.Yilliam Cheshire stern-
ly insists upon marriage in the case of Rose Taylor and Dunning
,
but he considers it impossible in the case of Freda Studdenham and
his son Bill. Their social positions are at variance, and the moral
code must not apply.
~Yt a T T ove presents the parallel cases of ? Tichael Strangway,
the young curate who has lost his wife by desertion, and Jack
Cremer, the villager who has lost his wife by death. There is a
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fine dramatic touch in the curate’s being called, upon to console
Cremer .
In Strife the parallelism is excellent.* Anthony, the capi-
talist leader, balances Roberts, leader of the workers. Enid,
the daughter of Anthony, balances Annie, wife of Roberts. The
directors balance the workers, ^ven the arguments of the leaders
are carefully balanced. Anthony is fighting in the interests of
Capital; Roberts makes a stand for Labor. Each has a personal
reason. Anthony wishes to provide adequately for his daughter’s
comforts, while Roberts lias a financial grievance against the com-
pany in the matter of an invention. There is parallelism again in
the out come --defeat for both leaders.
C. Action
Galsworthy defines for us dramatic action. ’’True dramatic
action," he writes, "is v/hat characters do, at once contrary, as
it were, to expectation, and yet because they have already done
other things. No dramatist should let his aucience know v/hat is
coming; but neither should he suffer his characters to act without
making his audience feel that those actions are in harmony with
temperament, and arise from previous knov/n actions, together with
the temperaments and previous known actions of the other charac-
ters in the play. The dramatist who hangs his characters to his
plot, instead of hanging his plot to his characters, is guilty of
cardinal sin."**
We note some cases where dramatic action reveals emotional
*Coats, John Galsworthy as a Lramatic Artist, p. 157.
**"Some riatitucLes Concerning ‘Drama". r’
i
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tension. Steuben rore, in a moment of crisis, grins a wine glass
too tightly end it breaks into pieces in his hand. Tn like man-
ner, °ir "Plliam Cheshire, noon hearing of his son’s disgrace,
crushes to pieces a sm^ 1 china cup. T 'iehael Strangway tears
auart the bird cage from which he had just released a lark, at a
time Hien he is mightily disturbed over the denar ture of his wife.
Some dramatic action has the force of symbolism. Strangway T s
releasing the skylark is suggestive of his allowing his wife to go
to her former lover. ^n The ^Idest Son
,
the rehearsal of the play
Haste is ironically symbolic of the situation involving Preda and
Sill. Tn thp same play, the introduction of two snaniel puppies
orovides further symbolism. Cl^re, in The fugitive
,
lays the
gardenia flowers against her face after she has taken poison, and
the flowers are symbolic of that love of beauty which has been the
cause of so much suffering. There is an excellent dramatic touch
in The Pigeon
,
when Poxton and Cal way, about to leave Pellwyn’s
house, actually trio over the body of the inebriated Timson pre-
cisely at the moment when they are discussing the folly of ’’losing
sight of the individual.’1
T). Characters
\s a creator of character, Calsworthy is unsurpassed by any
cont errnorary. T t is chiefly his excellent character portrayals
that exulain his unique success in the field of the novel. lie
works with a sure touch. Pis people are real ueoule who live for
us as we watch the story unfold.
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’’Take core of character; action and dialogue will take care
of themselves I
’
r Galsworthy writes in his ’’Plat itudes
.
TT
’’The per-
fect dramatist rounds up his characters find facts within the
ringfence of a dominant idea which fulfils the craving of his
suirit; having got them there, he suffers them to live their own
lives . ’’
T t is to he observed that Galsworthy regularly employs com-
monplace characters. Sometimes they seem to be below the general
level of human intellect and of human power, '’"'aider is an out-
standing example, Ee is the central figure in Jus tice and yet a
weakling. The apparent absence of noble and gigantic characters
of the usual dramatic hero type has led critics to question the
force of Galsworthy’ s tragic appeal.
Allardyce TTicoll in his Br iti sh Drama* treats this matter in
an able way. Tie points out that the age of hero-worship seems to
have passed by. Our terror is aroused by invincible forces
rather than by powerful individuals. Thus it is that we have a
Palder instead of a , tacbeth. Judged by the standards of Grecian
and Elizabethan art, Galsworthy’s plays are not great tragedies.
They do not have a single figure who rises to a loftier height
than his fellows. Eut one should not attempt to judge the art of
today by the standards of the oast. iTicoll maintains that
Galsworthy, desuite his kindliness of heart, possesses a genuine
tragic firmness. ”7e do not feel pity for the fate of Falder so
much as we feel awe in contemplating the mighty millstones of
Justice, grinding exceeding small, ruthless and fatal in their
*P. 367.
i<
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silent power. The tragic atmosphere dominates the play; tears
sre useless and vain.''
An analysis of the persons v/ho appear in Galsworthy T s plays,
classified according to social standing, has been made by
R. H. Coats.* Tie finds one duke, two other peers, three judges
and magistrates, three members of Parliament, and four* municipal
personages. There are fourteen company directors and share-
holders. There are seven clergymen (none higher than a dean),
eleven army officers, and four characters from the navy and the
air service. There are eight prof essionaJL men. Housekeepers,
landladies, and governesses number five; foreigners, seven. Twenty
working oeople appear. He finds twelve unfortunates and four con-
victs. Twenty rustic characters are to be found, and about forty
young oeople. igents of the law total more than thirty, and there
are about an equal number of servants.
Another classification groups together the conservatives and’
aristocrats, including TTillcrist, John Anthony, John How, General
Canynge, Sir John Julian, Sir Ttlliam Cheshire, anr Sylvanus Iley-
thorp. in opposing group is made up of rebels against the estab-
lished order , --Hornblower
,
Stephen ’'ore, Jim Jones, Pavid Roberts,
and 3ob T,emmy. Next come the victims of the social order--those
v/ho are weak and suffer the miser?/- of injustice: Falder
,
Ruth
TJoneywill
,
Paith Rly, Rla.re Pedmond, Hrs . Roberts, and Tire. Jones,
^hen there are the degene rates— Remand
,
Timson, Hr. and Hrs. Hegan,
all of whom appear in The Pigeon . Hot the least interesting a.re
those sympathetic
,
understanding souls who try to mitigate the
* John Galsworthy as a Prc.matic Artist
,
p. 40-43.
4i
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harshness of life--the artist ^ellwyn, Coke son, ^dgar and Thiid
Anthony.
Undoubtedly
,
Anthony and Roberts are Galswo r thy 1 s strongest
characters; neither can be swayed from his set purpose. 7ellwyn,
the absurdly generous soul in The Pigeon
,
is one of the most de-
lightful characters. ^errand, the vagabond philosopher in the
same play, is distinctly unique. Mrs. Jones, the meek, dutiful,
self-effacing, patient wife in The Silver ~aox
,
is pathet ically
appealing. These few characters are among the most interesting
that Galsworthy depicts for us.
P. Dialogue
’’Good dialogue,’' we read in the "Platitudes
,
TT
"again is
character, marshalled so as continually to stimulate interest or
excitement. The reason good dialogue is seldom found in plays is
merely that it is hard to write, for it requires not only a know-
ledge of what interests or excites, but such a feeling for
character as brings misery to the dramatist’s heart when his
creations speak o.s they should not speak--ashes to his mouth when
they say things for the sake of saying them--disgust v/hen they are
’ smart
.
The two important functions of dialogue are (1) to unfold the
plot and (2) to reveal character. Galsworthy’s dialogue admirably
fulfils these functions. There is a careful avoidance of super-
fluous chatter. Uote the remarkable economy in this excerpt from
Act One of The Pigeon.
f4
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Am. (Sitting on the little stool, with her tack to the fire,
and making tea. ) Daddy.’
’T'g’T.tr rTM . TTy dear 0
*HF. you say you. liked Professor Calway T s lecture. Is i t
going to do you ?ny good, that’s the question?
wmrp/rm. I-- T hone so, Ann.
ATTTT. I took you on purpose. Your charity’s getting simply
awful. Those two this morning cleared out all my
housekeeping money.
’tfwt’tytj. XTmJ TJmJ I quite understand your feeling.
AHIT. They both had your card, so I couldn’t refuse- -didn 't
know what you’d said to then. ’Thy don’t you make it a
rule never to give your card to an:/one except really
decent people, end
—
picture dealers, of course.
”rr
'LLv.rvTT . T !y dear, T have--often.
ATT?T
.
Then why don’t you keep it? It’s a frightful habit.
vou are naughty, Daddy. One of these days you’ll get
yourself into most fearful complic ati ons
.
,*r
’?T,T ’TYTT
.
TTy dear, when they—when they look at you?
«?TTT. ^rou know the house wants all sorts of things. ’Thy do
you sneak to them at all 7
’’mr.PTYTf
. i don’t--they sneak to me. (He takes off his ulster
and hangs it over the back of an arm-chair.)
ATHT. They see you coming. Anybody can see you coming, Daddy.
That’s why you ought to be so careful. Y shall make you
wear a ha_rd hat. Those squashy hats of yours are hope-
lessly inefficient.
TFTJ77YN. (dazing at his hat.) Calway wears one.
AH IT. As if anyone would beg of Professor Calway.
wmiLWYN
.
Well-nerha.ps not. You know
,
Ann, I admire that
fellow. Wonderful power of--of--theory .’ How a man can
be so absolutely tidy in his mind.’ It’s most exciting.
AHTT. Has any one beggec5 of you today?
r
^TJ,’7YH
.
(doubtfully) Ho—no.
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AB7T. (After a long, severe look) Will you have rum in your
tea?
W^LLWETT. (Crestfallen) Yes, my dear, a good deal.
AITTT. (Pouring out the rum, sn6 handing him the glass) ’Tell,
who was it*5
WELLWYTT . He didn't beg of me. (losing himself in recollec-
tion) Interesting old creature, Ann--real type. Old
cabman
.
A1TTT
.
’There?
'TELL,WYTT
.
Just on the Embankment.
\tttt
.
of course.' Paddy, you know the Embankment ones are
always rotters.
WELLWYTT. ves, my dear; but this wasn't.
AFP. Pid you give him your card 0
W^t.t/tyn
.
T--T--don ' t--
ATTTT. 77 id you, "oaddy?
WET.LWYP. t rm rather afraid t may have.'
ATT7?. May have.’ It's simply immoral.
WetjwyTT
.
Well, the old fellow was so awfully human
,
Ann.
Besides, T didn't give him any money--hadn ’ t got any.
ATT1
'7
.
Look here, Paddy' Pid you ever ask anybody for any-
thing? You know you never did, you'd starve first.
So would anybody decent. Then, why won't you see that
people who beg are rotters?
’TET,L”YTJ
.
But, my dear, we're not all the same. They wouldn't
do it if it wasn't natural to them. One likes to be
friendly. T7hat r s the use of being alive if one isn't?
ATTTT. Paddy, you're hopeless.
With the exception of four brief preliminary speeches, this
is the beginning of the play. ’That an excellent insight into the
character of Wellwyn.’ T t shows his humanitarian tendencies,
41
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introduces us to his peculiar habit of passing out cards, and
prepares us for the arrival of the degenerates. likewise we
nerceive Ann’s attitude to be that of the average person who is
neither hard-hearted nor lavish, merely sensible. And there is
an excellent bit about Professor Calway, who represents the scien-
tific attitude toward the problem of the play. ’’Wonderful power
of theory.’ low a man can be so absolutely tidy in his mind.’’’ We
have encountered tidy minds like his, and we revel in the phrase.
The entire first act of this play is remarkable for dialogue.
"Barrett II. Clark* believes that Galsworthy never wrote a better
act. There is not the usual exposition; the characters evolve
through the medium of dialogue thp t is (borrowing a phrase from
the ’’platitudes”) ’’spiritual action.” ^here is not an unnecessary
syllable
.
’’The art of writing true dramatic dialogue,” Galsworthy further
tells us, ”is an austere art, denying itself all license, grudging
every sentence devoted to the mere machinery of the play, suppress-
ing all jokes and epigrams severed fran character, relying for fun
and pathos on the fun and tears of life. Prom start to finish good
dialogue is hand-made, like good lace; clear, of fine texture,
furthering with each thread the harmony and strength of a design
to which all must be subordinated.”
Act One of The Fugitive well illustrates the ’’austere art.”
Here are some speeches of the ’’thrust and uarry” type, part of
the altercation between the incompatible husband and wife:
* A Study of the Modern Drama, chapter on English Drama
.
<
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CTAR17!
.
T s it worth while to rag me? T know " T ve behaved
badly, but T couldn't help it, really.'
GEORGE. Couldn't help' behaving like a shop-girl? My Cod’
You v/ere brought up as well as X was.
CTARE. Alas.’
GEORGE. To let everybody see that we don’t get on--there’s
only one word for it --Disgusting.’
CIAR771
.
T know
.
GEORGE. Then why do you do it? T’ve always kept my end ud.
'Thy in heaven's name do you behave in this crazy way
?
CT,APT*
- » • I’m sorry.
GEnRGw
.
(7ith intense feeling) 7”ou like making a fool of me.'
CLARE
.
Do-- Really.’ Only-- T must break out sometimes.
GEORGE. There are things one does not do.
CLARE. I came in because T was sorry.
G^apa’'7’. And at once began to do it again.' It seems to me you
delight in rows.
CLARE. 7rou’d miss your—reconciliations.
GEORG77’. ^or God's sake, Clare, drop cynicism.'
CLARE. And truth*?
GEORGE. Ybu are my wife, T suppose.
CTARE. And they twain shall be one --spirit.
GEORGE. Don't talk wild nonsense.'
* * * *
CLAR77
.
Let me go.' You'd be much happier with any other woman.
GEORG7*’. Clare .’
OLART\ T believe— T Tm sure T could earn my living. Quite serious,
G^OEG^. ire you mad°
nr. * pT> Tt has been done.
\
S2
GEORGE. T t vd.ll never be done by you.- -under stand that.'
CLARE. Tt really is time we parted. T T d go clean out of
your life. T don’t want your support unless T
f
m giving
you something for your money.
GEORGE. once for all, T don’t mean to allow you to make
fools of us both.
CLARE. "Rut if we are already.’ look at us. 7e go on, and on.
T7e ’re a spectacle.
G^ORG'*7’. That’s not my opinion; nor the opinion of anyone, so
long as you behave yourself.
CLARE. That is—behave as you think right.
GEORGE. Clare, you’re -pretty riling.
CLARE
.
t don’t v/ant to be horrid. Put T am in earnest this
time .
GEORGE. So am T.
(Clare turns to the curtained door.)
GEORGE. look here.’ I’m sorry. God knows T don’t want to be
a brute. I know you’re not happy.
CLARE. And you—are you happy?
GEORGE. T don't say T am. Rut why can’t v/e be?
'
CL/1 RE. I see no reason, except that you are you, and T am I.
In the matter of technique we have considered realism, plots,
action, characters, and dialogue. 7e shall now direct our atten-
tion to a study of social values to be found in Galsworthy's
dramas
.
i4
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IX. SOCIAL STC!TTFICAITCE
Before discussing the social significance of Galsworthy 1 s
ulays
,
it is well to consider the r esponsibility of the dramatist
in -pointing a moral. Turning to the "Pla ti tudes" for enlighten-
ment on this topic, we find that "A drama must he shaped so as to
have a syire of meaning. Every grouping of life and character
has its inherent moral; and the business of the dramatist is so
to nose the group as to bring that moral poignantly to the light
of day . "
Galsv/orthy outlines three courses open to the serious drama-
tist in this matter of the moral. The first is to set before the
public that which it wishes to have set before it, "the triumph
at all costs of a suopo sed immediate ethical good over a supposed
immediate ethical evil." This course is the most popular and the
most successful. The second is to set before the public those
theories of life in which the dramatist himself believes. This is
the course of Bernard Shaw. The third course is "to set before
the nublic no cut-and-dried codes, but the phenomena of life and
character, selected and combined, but not distorted, by the drama-
tist's outlook, set down without fear, favor, or prejudice, leav-
ing the public to draw such poor moral as nature may afford.”
This is the method of Galsworthy. T t is the most difficult of the
three, for it requires a certain detachment, sympathy with things
for their own sake
,
and a far view for no immediately practical
resui t.
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By nature, education, and cir cumstane es Galsworthy is
peculiarly fitted for the task outlined. He is an English sristo-
crat in birth ?nd breeding. He was bom in Surrey and spent five
77-ears at Harrow and three at Oxford. After graduation, in 1890 he
entered the profession of lav/, v/hich he disliked thoroughly. For-
tunately for his peace of mind as well as for modern English drama,
his financial circumstances were such that he was free to forsake
law; and during the succeeding years he traveled extensively, vis-
iting mar:;' remote places.
T t is rather curious that Galsworthy writes so little of for-
eign countries. Hsually a writer who has enjoyed such opportuni-
ties for travel draws generously upon his travel material. But
Galsworthy writes almost exclusively of England and things English.
He had the advantage, however, of viewing his native country from
abroad, seeing it, perhaps, with the eyes of a foreigner, so that
his experience has doubtless contributed a certain broadminded
non-partisanship which permits him to see life steadily and to see
it whole
.
Galsworthy is endowed w ith a native kindliness of heart v/hich
accounts for a peculiar sensitiveness to the sufferings of strug-
gling humanity. His active sympathy for the unfortunate and down-
trodden is a motivating force in many of his plays. He is sin-
cerely and deeply interested in his fellow human beings. Tie has a
great sense of pity for Clare Bedmond, Tire. Bones, and Balder--
poor, helpless creatures who are too weak to withstand the harshness
of life. ' ret he is too great an artist to sentimentalize. He
i{
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merely presents them in their true circumstances, allowing us to
pity them as our emotions may dictate. Unlike Dickens, he does
not insist upon tears. He has the sternness of the tragic artist,
and forces us to watch as the great social forces roll on in their
inevitable way, crushing beneath their mighty wheels the chosen
victims of the hour.
At heart Galsworthy is a reformer. Reformers are prone to
share cases to fit their prejudices. Their aim is didactic, and
in order to assure results, they usually construct a one-sided
picture that gains form and color as their imaginative genius is
brought into nlay. Galsworthy is a unique reformer in that he is
strictly impertipl in setting forth problems. TTe scorns the dis-
torted viewpoint that says: "This side is entirely right and that
side entirely wrong." As a matter of fact, there are often more
than two sides to be considered. TToreover
,
there are usually sev-
eral things to be said in favor of each side. Decision depends
upon a careful weighing of the ideas presented and a nice discrim-
ination between the good and the less good, the just and the less
just, -perhaps even between the mistaken and the less mistaken,
life is not a simple thing: neither are its problems, human be-
ings are -possessed of widely varying and highly complicated
thoughts, emotions, motives, and -prejudices, all of which may be
still further venied end complicated by the circumstances of for-
tune end environment. T t is impossible to draw up a code of
action which may serve for all, nor is it possible to set forth a
group of standards by which all may be judged. There is a crying
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need for a careful examination of individual cases and for a
judgment or recommendation in terms of the complicating factors.
"'Tven courts of justice must consider the individual as on in-
dividual, not as one criminal in a mass of criminals. It is some-
thing of this idea that Galsworthy is pointing out in the case of
7?alder--that there is no justice that is justice for all.
Although Gal sworthy ' s sympathy is obviously with ^alder
,
it
is to be noted the t Falder is actually at fault in planning to run
away with a married woman and. in stealing the money. The governor
and the warders of the -orison are not inhuman brutes; the business
men are not hard-hearted. Galsworthy is strictly impartial in
presenting the case of Falder and justice. He refuses to foster a
biased viewpoint by making balder less guilty or by making justice
inordinately harsh. One simply knows that the justice meted out
to balder helps no one; soon it destroys his life.
Strife is another example of the playwright T s remarkable im-
partiality. T t is almost like a game of checkers.* !To sooner does
he complete a move for the capitalists then he makes another for
the workers. He seems to have pledged himself to utter fairness
to both, and the play proceeds on that basis.
Tn his ea.gerness to achieve dramatic impartiality Galsworthy
seeks perfect imper sona.1 ity of feeling. "Jet me try to eliminate
any bias, TT he writes, ’’and see the whole thing as should an
umr)ire--one of those pure beings in white coats, purged of all
the prejudices, passions, and predilections of mankind. Let me
have no temperament for the time being. . . Only from an impersonal
*Coats, John Galsworthy as a dramatic Artist
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point of view, if there be such a thing, am I go ing to get even
approximately at the truth."*
Complete impartiality is apt to make a play seem inconclu-
sive. e>ne wonders what the solution is, if something can be
said for everything. R. H. Coats discusses both Shaw and Gals-
worthy in regard to this point. "Shaw is like a doctor called to
the bedside of a patient, who at once prescribes a cure v/ith dog-
matic self-assurance and damns all other medicines as worthless.
Galsworthy, similarly consulted, resembles one who provides an
exceedingly careful diagnosis of the disease, but fails to sug-
gest a remedy. To anyone complaining of this unsatisfactory re-
sult he might reply that his function as an artist goes no
further. All that a dramatist is called upon to do is to reveal
a, given situation in terms of art, and then retire. His proper
sphere is not to advocate or even to suggest reforms, but simply
to arouse the emotions that shall demand them."**
Tn two of Galsworthy's later plays there is apparent a cer-
tain inconclusiveness. Tn The Skin Game the point of view of
each family is presented with careful justness: one hears the
best an<i the worst of each. loyal tie s presents an unbiased pic-
ture of those who stand for rival ideals. Tn earlier work
,
while
the playwright was always strictly fair, one could see where his
sympathy lay. Tn these two Plays one is left in doubt.
The restraint which Galsworthy exercises in the matter of
technique and in the interest of impartiality sometimes leads him
* Another Sheaf
,
p. 12.
**John TTal.sworthy as a dramatic Artist
,
p. 7-8.
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to irony of a "bitter type. This cannot be branded as inappro-
priate, for it merely reflects the irony of life. T t seems as
though the playwright were pointing out to us the dis cone erting
twists in things which cannot be adequately explained or elimin-
ated. More often he deals with the ironies which result from
human error end folly.
Strife ha. s a strangely ironical conclusion. Both Anthony
and Roberts lose, although each in his stubbornness had sacri-
ficed much, and the final terms agreed uoon ere precisely the
ones which had originally been proposed before the strike began.
HARNESS
. A woman dead; and the two best men both broken.'
TENCH. (Staring at him— suddenly excited.) P'you know
,
sir--
these terms, they're the very same we drew up together,
you and, I, and put to both sices before the fight began?
Ml this --all this --and --and v.hat for?
HARNESS. ( Tn a slow, grim voice) That's vhere the fun comes
in:
(Fnderwood, without turning from the door, makes a
gesture of assent.)
(The curtain falls.)
mother ironical ending is found in The Hob . Stephen Tore,
the pacifist, has been stabbed and killed. The following scene,
called Aftermath, presents only a statue erected to the memory of
the idealist. These words appear on the nedestal:
ERECTED
TO THE MEMORY
OF
STEPHEN TTORE
’’FAITHFUL TO HIS IDEAL"
Too late, his country recognizes his worth.
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Analogous cases of irony are found in The Silver Boy and in
The Dldest S on . Tn each we are shown one law for the rich and
another for the poor--illogical hut true. A rich young man steals
a purse and nothing happens. A poor man steals a cigarette box
and is sentenced to one month's hard labor. Here we observe
justice that is injustice. Tn the other play Sir Billiam
Cheshire insists that his under-gamekeeper shall marry the girl
in the village whom he has compromised, ".lien the gentleman dis-
covers that his son has behaved In precisely the same fashion
with lady Cheshire's maid, marriage no longer seems the obvious
solution
.
Less denressing but pointed are occasional ironical speeches
scattered throughout the plays. In The Eldest Con
,
during a re-
hearsal of the play Caste
,
Joan seeks something that can serve as
a baby.
JO AH. T can't rehearse with that thing. Can't you suggest
something, Breda 9
t’D^DA. Borrow a real one, Mis s Joan. There are some that
don't count much.
n f course the audience knows that Breda is thinking of her baby.
Tn The Bigitive we find several ironical speeches, including one
of Clare ' s
:
(T^OPCrH. Don’t go like that.' Do you su.iroose v/e 're the only
c ouple wh o ' v e found th ing s ar en ' t wha t th ey th ough t
,
and
have to put up with each other and make the best of it?
CLART’. Hot by thou. sands.
CT’ORGT1
.
Hell, why do you imagine they do it?
(
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CLARF. T don't know.
G^OF'T'1’. Prom a common sense of decency.
CLAPP. Very.'
Irony and inconelusivene ss seem to produce a deep gloom in
many of Galsworthy's plays. Sometimes the play ends In the death
of one of the central characters, as in The Pugitive
,
The Hob
,
Justice, Phe Skin Same
,
and Loyal ti e
s
. In other cases an ironical
ending creates an atmosphere of gloom, ^ven The Pigeon
,
although
humorous in places, impresses us with a sense of futility. Despite
’lel^wyn’s kind efforts, the results are deplorable.
Tr
et Galsworthy is essentially an optimist. The tragedy that
he gives us arises from causes that can be altered. It is true
that he does not or escribe the remedy, but at least a remedy is
possible. The evils exhibited can be corrected, and the thought
inspires courage and hope.'"'
Tn general, the plays of Gal sworthv eodiibit a seriousness of
tone that is consistent with the serious subject matter. Flashes
of humor are rare, and sometimes the humor is of a labored quality,
'"’oats believes that this is to some ertent a temperamental defect.
" Tn the true sanity of art," he writes
,
"heal thy joy ought to
be able to hold its own against all gloom and melancholy what-
soever."* **
Sometimes humor is found, in characters, sometimes in dialogue.
Tn A Pit o' Love much humor is afforded by a group of rustics. In
*‘M
’organ
,
Tendencies of Modern Pnglish Drama, p. 12 8-132.
** John Gpi sworthy as a. ^ram a t ic Arti s~t ~~ p . 26.
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The r'ugit ive Galsworthy allows a little playing; with his own pro-
fession. Sir Charles and lady Dedmond are talking to Valise,
Glare's friend.
DADY ’lynrroTOlTD. I forget, T ’r. ,ralise--you write, don’t yon?
’TAT/TT'’. Such is my weakness.
TADY u^mopd. Delightful profession.
ST” CHARIYS. Doesn’t tie you.’ "'hat
TTA1T ST?
.
Only by the head.
SIP. CTTARDTS . I’m alv/ays thinkin ' of writin ’ my experiences.
YAITSP
.
Indeed.’
Po doubt Sir Charles would speak those lines in a tone partly
boastful, nartly ra troniz ing . How v/eary writers must be of hear-
ing that somebody who doesn’t write is always intending to, as
though it were indeed a very simple matter if one could find the
time .’
.
There are many delightful bits of humor in The Pigeon
,
although
the general tone of the nlay is not rollicking by any means. Ann
accuses her father of be ing vailing to give away his trousers, and
later the same evening we find him doing that very thing for the
vagabond ^errand. Timson’s occasional remarks are amusing as he
stirs now and then in his drunken stunor; so is his use of ’’horse”
talk, reminiscent of his coachman days. The warmly argumentative
sneeches of Gelway and Hoxton provide humor of a distinctly differ-
ent tyne . finally, the conclusion of the play is humorous. Three
humble -men have ta.ken advantage of ’^ellwyn’s absentmindedness and
unfailing generosity by collecting ’’tips.” They try again.
(I
i
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rn-r-TG’T? THYBTf^lATT # (tn an attitude of expectation) This is
the larst of it, sir.
^LTiWYlT
.
Oh' AhJ ye s
J
(Ye gives them money; then something seems to strike
him, and he exhibits certain signs of vexation. Sud-
denly he recovers, looks from one to the other, and
then at the tea things. A faint smile comes on his
face
.
)
WTCT,t,t7YTT
.
You can finish the decanter. (Tie goes out in haste.)
CHTP-p HtHBLE-HAIT. (Clinking the coins) Third time of arshin 1 .’
April fool.’ Rot ’arf.’ Good old pigeon’
RECORD IKJ7TBLE-TtAU. ’Uman being, I call 'im.
CHIEF HtTTrBTY-TOT. (Taking the three glasses from the last
packing-case, and pouring very equally into them.) That’s
right. Tell you wot
,
I’d never 'a touched this unless
’e’d told me to
,
I v/ouldn ’ t--not with ’im.
RECORD HlYrBLE-TM . Ditto to that.’ This is a bit of orl right.’
(Raising his glass. ) Good luck.’
THTR^ HRMBTE-TTAIT. Same ’ere.’
( Simultaneously they place their lips smartly against the
liquor, and at once let f
a
n 1 their faces and their glasses.
CHEF HtFTBLE'-l'tAlT
.
(
”
rith great solemnity) Crikey.’ Rill.’ Tea .’ .
’F’s got usl
(The stage is blotted dark.)
Cur tain
.
Of the nineteen plays Galsworthy has written, exclusive of
one-act plays, eighteen are of the realistic type and one, The
t,it tie Dream
,
romantic. Tt is with the realistic plays that v/e
are especially concerned. We shall now consider each of these in
a study of social values.
rc
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THP SILVER BOX
Rp1 sworthy T s first play, The Silver Box
,
which appeared in
1906, demonstrates the favoring of the rich at the expense of the
poor in a court of law.
The play has a good beginning. Jack Barthwick arrives home
drunk, accompanied by Jones, who is also advanced in liquor but
who has offered Jack some assistance in getting into his own
house. Jack mourns the fact that he has no money to reward Jones
but hospitably invites him to have a drink. They talk in rather
a maudlin fashion, touching politics in the second speech. Jones
has told his name.
JACK. Jones? (He laughs.) There’s ’nother Jones at College
with me. T Tm not a Socialist myself; I’m a Liberal--
there’s ve-lill difference, because of the principles
of the Lib-Liberal Party. He 're all equal before the
lav/- - tha ’ s ro t
,
tha ’ s silly
.
( Laughs
. )
Thus early in the pipy its keynote is sounded. And, dramat ica 11y
,
as a result of their drunken actions on this particular night, it
is through these s^me two characters that the idea is demonstrated.
,roung Rarthwick waves c reticule which he has stolen from a
girl, to ’’score her off.” He drops off to sleep, and Jones, who
is now thoroughly drunk, nicks up the silken purse which ha s fallen
to the floor ^nd cunningly tucks that and the silver ciga.rette box
into his pocket. Blessed with himself, he murmurs, ” T ’ll score you
off too, that’s wot TT 11 do!”
Jones is a poor man out of work, but it is to be noted that he
does not steal for the purpose of bettering his situation. He is
((
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naturally honest end, v/hen sober, plans to get rid of the nurse
end box by throwing them in the water, he says to T 'rs. Jones,
regarding the box • " T T ad it when T was in liquor, and for what
you do when you're in liquor you're not re sponsible --and that's
Gawd's truth as you ought to know. I don't want the thing-
-
T
won't have it. T took it out o' spite. T Tm no thief, I tell you;
and don't you call me one, or it'll be the worse for you."
T,reantime
,
however, "'rs. Jones has been suspected. She is a
charwoman at Barthwick's home, and the disappearance of the silver
box causes suspicion to fasten uoon her. Vfhile she is talking with
her husband, an officer enters, finds the box, and prepares to take
her into custody. Jones, a loafer and a very poor sort of husband,
here exhibits the only evidence of a better nature. He objects to
having his wife taken, and when he is coolly disregarded, he strikes
the officer. TTe is then charged with a double offense— theft and
attacking ^n officer.
’7e already know that Barthwick is guilty of theft. Hven his
family learns this vhen the young lady in question appears for her
bag. likewise he has forged a check end finds himself in a diffi-
culty from which only his father's money can rescue him. vet young
Barthwick is not wholly bad. luckily for him, his escapades are re-
garded as -or^nks and his father's money can shield him from their
natural consequences. Barthwick senior is disturbed about these
things, however, following the departure of the young lady, he
thus addresses his son:
"One thing after another.' Once more I should like to
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know where you’d hpve been if it hadn't been for me.’ You
don’t seem to have any principles. You--you 're one of
those who are a nuisance to society; you--you T re dangerous.’
That your mother would say T don’t know. Your conduct, as
far as T can see, is absolutely unjustifiable. It’s— it’s
criminal. Thy, a poor man who behaved as you’ve done. . .
d’you think: he’d have any mercy shown him? That you. want
is a good lesson. You and your sort are- -(he speaks with
feeling) --a nuisance to the community. Don’t ask me to help
you next time. vou’re not fit to be helped.”
Jack replies in spirited fashion:
’’All right, I won’t then, and see how you like it. You
wouldn’t have helped me this time, I know
,
if you hadn't
been scared the thing would get into the papers.”
Young Jack is quite right. TTis father fears undesirable pub-
licity, and he has a sad time trying to reconcile his conduct with
his principles. Tn the speech ouoted above, he charges that his
son doesn't seem to have any principles. Then the girl is demand-
ing the stolen money which Jack cannot replace, she threatens to
’’summons’’ him, and at once the father interposes with an offer to
settle the claim, ”as a matter of--er— principle.” ’’/hen he learns
that the silver box is missing and that ’ rrs. Jones may be to blame,
he says at once, "On principle t shall make a point of fixing the
responsibility; it goes to the foundations of security.” later, in
talking to his wif e , he gives vent to his feelings.
BARTHTTCY. (Staring strangely) You.’ "You can’t imagine anything.’
You’ve no more imagination than a flv.’
'TP*7
. BARTF” rTCY. (Angrily) You dare to tell me that I have no
ima ginat ion.
BAPTRrn'CY. (Clustered) T--i Tm upset. From beginning to end,
the rhole thing has been utterly against my principles.
TPS. B. A PTTr” TC’r . Pubbish.’ You haven’t any.’ Your principles
i(
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are nothing in the world hut sheer— fight I
She seems to speak the truth, for when Jones T s case is tried
in court, Bar thwi ck T s principles have flee. He and his attorney
arrange to hide the facts in regard to Jack’s culpability. Jack
conveniently forgets what happened on the night in question.
^ven when the magistrate tells Jones that he T s a nuisance to the
community, and Jack whispers to his father, "Dad.’ that T s what you
said to me.''', Bar thwick sternly silences him. He hears the pro-
nouncement of Jones’s sentenc e--one month with hard labor. Then
he follows his son from the courtroom, deaf to the pitiful olea of
’’rs. Jones, who turns to hir with a humble gesture, ’’Oh.' sir.’— ”
T
'rs. Jones is the one who suffers most, and she is entirely
blameless. Barthwick had accused his wife of having no imagination,
but vhere was his ° Tt was not sufficient to allow him to place
himself in the nosition of TTrs. Jones, now deprived of her work,
with a soiled renutation, a husband sentenced to jail, and three
young children to support. Galsworthy's sympathy enables him to
pity her, to feel indignation at the injustice which causes her so
much woe when one of 7^oung Barthwick ’s ilk can escape. He presents
her as a character of poignant appeal. She is loyal to her husband,
desnite the fact that he does not support her, is too attentive to
one Bosie, frequently drinks too much and abuses her. She is a
meek, natient creature who does not exclaim against her lot in life.
And then there are the three innocent children whom she works
so nobly to support, ^ven Jones is -not without a feel ing of love
for them. ”Tf you think I want to leave the little beggars you’re
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bloomin’ well mistaken,” he says, and his wife replies, "Of coarse
T know you're fond of them." But then, in the bitterness of their
want, Jones continues- "If I’d ha' known as much as I do now, I'd
never ha' had one o' them. ’That's the use o' br ingin' 'em into a
state o’ things like this? It's a crime, that’s what it is; but
you find it out tod late; that's what's the matter with this 'ere
wo r Id . "
Tn the beginning of the court scene we are permitted to listen
to the case of two little girls who ^re homeless and had been found
crying outside a public -house . The mother had gone away and the
father was without work. At another place in the play
,
one of
Mrs
.
Jones’s children is heard cr7/ing outside the d in ing- room win-
dow of Barthwick's home. The crying annoys '"rs. Barthwick, and her
husband closes the window, thus symbolically shutting out the case
of the Joneses, refusing to listen. In this play Galsworthy seems
to be making a special nlea far children, who are so often the
innocent victims of marital conflicts. Tie says to the audience,
in effect- "’That are you go ing to do about this? Are you, too, a
Barthwick?"
JOY
Joy
,
Galsworthy's second play, is a play on the letter "I."
T t presents various cases of egoism in v/hich jealousy, infidelity,
selfishness, and deceit are all labeled "special cases" and are
supposedly excusable on that basis.
There is very little nlot. Tn fact, Joy is inferior to most
((
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of Galsworthy's ploys. Joy is a spoiled, conceited girl of
eighteen, whom v/e find living in the home of her great-uncle
,
Colonel hope. She is entirely self-centred and lives to be
praised end loved. Her mother and father ore living apart, and
her mother has fallen in love with T 'aurice Lever, who comes with
T
'rs. Gwyn f Joy's mother) to be a guest in the home of the Hopes.
Joy is inordinately jealous of Lever, since he diverts her mother's
affection from herself. T !rs . Gwyn, on the other hand, has no
scrunles about this love affair with T ever, since she feels she
has been denied much hapniness and we 11 deserves any he can bring
her
.
Lever is selling fraudulent oil stock and is willing to sell
it to Colonel TTope
,
his host, rather than run the risk of having
the scheme detected. ’’.lien TTrs. Gwyn argues the point with him,
he says, " v’ou. can't act in a case like this as if you'd only a
principle to consider. Tt's the --the special c ir cumstances--"
And for the sake of her own selfish love, TTrs . Gwyn condones the
wrong
.
Lick TTerton is in love with Joy and very ready to soothe her
and sympathize with her on all occasions, ^ven his love is selfish,
though, since he is working for his own happiness. Joy's jealousy
of Lever lasts until she finds herself in love with Lick, and then
comes understanding of her mother's position. Herein the play-
wright would have us see that unselfish understanding comes only
with love. Tncidentally
,
however, there is then the egoism of
young ‘'overs. To Joy's whispered, ’'Lick, is love always like this?",
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Dick responds with conviction, " It T s never been like this before .
It ’ s you and, me I
"
Several label names are used: The lovely parlor maid is
named Dose: Joy is always seeking joy; Brnest Blunt, Hope’s son-
in-law, is coolly frank and outspoken in a hotly contested tennis
game with the Colonel; and the Colonel is determinedly if foolish-
ly honeful. Be and the family governess discuss the love affair
between the young people.
BISS B^CH. If only things would last between them;
COLOHBL. (fiercely) Last; By George, they’d better --(Ke
stops, and looking up with a cue er sorry look) I say,
Deachey--Lif
e
T s very funny ;
HISS BB^CB. Hen and women are; (Touching his forehead
tenderly) There, there--take care of your poor, dear
head;
Dor the moment Colonel Dope had forgotten that his own love affair
with Dell hadn’t lasted, that neither had Hrs. Gwyn’s.
The philosophy of the drama comes from the lips of "Peachey"--
or Biss Beech—who seems to be identified with the great hollow
tree which figures in the play. She is a delightful soul and has
a fine sympathetic under standing of people --even of things that
crawl. She takes possession of a pot of worms, calls them "poor
creatures,” and later returns them to their native soil. She of-
fers to sleep in a bedroom full of earwigs, when nobody else is
willing. She checks off the "special cases” for us as thejr are
exhibited, finally, when the Colonel is overcome at the thought
of his niece’s frailty, Piss Beech says solemnly, "Ah, my dear.’
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Fe T re all the sane; we T re all as hollow as that tree.’ 'Then it T s
ourselves it. r s always a special case J TT And that is the main
thought of the play.
STRIFE
A struggle between Capital and labor is presented in Strife .
This piny, written in 1909, is generally conceded to be Gals-
worthy^ masterpiece. Tt has already been cited as a striking
example of the playwright 1 s imp? rti a.l ity . There is no love in-
terest in S trife
;
the characters are too busy fighting. Falter
Prichard ^aton says of it: "It is an oasis of sanity in a desert
of sex."*
Strife pictures from both points of view a strike in a great
tin plate mill. The chief protagonists are John Anthony and
Favid Roberts. Anthony is e proud and. willful leader, but he com-
mands the respect of his associates, fighting the battle of Capi-
tal to do as it will. Tt should be said of him that he has cer-
tain firm convictions that govern his actions. He believes that
Capitalism, involving control by the strongest and most capable,
is a necessity for the future of English industry, and that yield-
ing to the demands of Labor will mean eventual ruin for masters
and men. Roberts, a fiery Welshman, typifies the spirit of re-
volt. He is a fanatical agitator who is willing to sacrifice
everything for his cause.
let One shows us Anthony, Chairman of the Trenartha Tin Plate
"'orks
,
dominating an executive meeting of directors. A strike has
*Strif e , a Framatic Rebate.
(
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been in progress five months, and it is now February of a hard
winter. The situation is extremely serious. The company has
lost a great deal of money. Prices are rising, some unfilled
contracts will have to he completed at a heavy loss
,
while rival
companies are getting business which ordinarily would come to
them. TTo dividends are being paid, shares are slumping in value,
and the stockholders are disturbed. On the other side, there is
great suffering among the workers, women and children enduring
the rigors of cold and hunger. There is a willingness to com-
promise, but neither leader will uermit it.
Act Two takes us to the interior of Roberts T s home, where
his wife is seriously ill. Anthony’s daughter Enid calls upon
^rs. Roberts, who was formerly her maid. She tries to help Annie
by contributing food, but Roberts sternly requires that it be sent
back. He will not accept favors from Anthony’s daughter. Roberts
realizes that he is killing his vdfe by his inflexible stand for
nrinciple, but he will not weaken.
Pater that afternoon Roberts addresses a meeting of the work-
ers and again succeeds in stirring them against Capital. At the
close of his speech he is told that his wife is dying.
Act Three presents the adjourned meeting of the directors.
The. death of T 'rs. Roberts is made known, and Anthony’s own son
makes a nlea for a settlement. Old Anthony makes a final stand
for firmness, but it is a losing battle. He resigns his chairman-
ship. As the play concludes, Roberts and Anthony are both on the
stage. ”Roth broken men, rrwr friend Roberts’” Anthony says, and
<(
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indeed they ere. The:/ exchange a prolonged look before Anthony
walks slowly off, swaying as though about to fall. Then comes
the ironical ending--the discovery that the terms of settlement
are exactly the sane as those proposed and rejected "before the
fight began.'' harness comments grimly, "That's where the fun
com e s in
Old Anthony's valet, ^rost
,
utters words of wisdom which
plead for tolerance. Speaking to ’'hid
,
he says: " T !r. Anthony is
a little difficult, ’I'm. T t T s not as if he were a younger man,
and knew what was good for r im; he will have his own way. . . I Tm
sure if the other gentlemen were to give -up to ’tr. Anthony, and
quietly let the men T ave vhat they want
,
afterwards, that'd be
the best way. T find that very useful with him at times, Tm. . .
T T ve no natience with this Roberts. . . There’s a kind of man that
never forgives the world because T e wasn’t born a gentleman, ’.'hat
T spy is--no man that’s a gentleman looks down on another man be-
cause ’e ’appens to be a class or two above ’im, no more than if
’e T appens to be a class or two below.’’
TIP1 ET.DflST SOU
The Tldest ^on
,
which was written in 1909, presents the prob-
lem of morality as applied to the rich and to the poor. The play
was not produced until 1912, and was not particularly successful
on the stage.
Sir Pilliam Cheshire is a bull-necked, choleric baronet of
fifty-eight, possessed of a great pride in the familjr name and
((
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position. "Then he leer ns that one of his servants has compromised
a village girl, he is most insistent that the tv/o marry. He can-
not allow immoral conduct, and young funning is told that he must
leave
.
Soon it develops that Sir William T s son and heir is similarly
involved with nretty ^eda Studdenham
,
Lady Cheshire's maid. Will
the same code apply here 9 Decidedly not. ^reda is willing to
give up Hill, but he chivalrously insists upon marrying her, offer-
ing to take her away to Canada. Lady Cheshire is scandalized.
Sir Hill lam declares that marriage in the circumstances is impos-
sible. ’That v/ill become of the family name 9 Bill is expected to
sit in Parliament some day, and, when the time comes, to take over
the family affairs. But Bill still maintains that he is ready to
marry Freda. 9he will not accept the sacrifice, however. Her
pride forbids.
Freda’s father is a fine character whose pride matches the
girl’s. ’’Pon't be afraid, Sir " rillia m.’" he cries. '’We want none
of you.’ She'll not force herself vhere she’s not welcome. She
may ha’ slinued her good name, but she'll keep her proper pride.
T
’ll have no charity marriage in my family. . . Well 9 She’s not
the first this has happened to since the 7/0 rid began, an' she
won’t be the last. Come away, now, come away.'’ He ‘and Freda go
out together
.
Another interesting character in the play is Lot Cheshire,
who is distinctly a feminist. She is modern in her viewpoint
,
candid in sueech, and daring in thought. She resents the bandbox
sort of life that seems to be the lot of women.
cc
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DOT < It T s always like this, women kept in blinker
leaves and humbug; l That awful old man :
s.
JO ATT. RotJ
G^^STTRR. Ron r t talk of father like that:
^r»T. Well, he is: And Bill villi be just like him at fifty:
leaven help FrecLa, whatever she T s dcne.T I T d sooner be
a private in a German regiment than a wom°n
.
A.t the conclusion of the play Rot enters after the Studden-
hams have gone off. She inquires for Freda. ”Ras she really had
the pluck 0 ” T.ady Cheshire nods and Rot clasps her hands together.
Standing there in the middle of the room she looks from her
brother to her father, from her father to her brother. Then a
quaint little pitying smile comes on her lips. She gives a faint
shrug of her shoulders, and the curtain falls.
JFSTTCF
Tt is said that Jus tic
e
,
which was produced in 1910, was re-
sponsible for some reforms in the Fnglish penal system at which
it seemed to be directed.* Tt is a powerful play, more biased
than Strife
,
and intensely dramatic in conception and treatment.
The central character, William i^.lder, is a junior clerk in
the lav/ office of James Row and his son Walter. Re is described
as a ”pale
,
good-looking young man, with quick, rather scared
eyes.” Re has a peculiarly sensitive, sympathetic nature
,
which
has prompted him to champion the cause of Ruth Honeywill
,
a young
married woman, mother of three children, who is cruelly treated
by her husband. They decide to go away together, but it is
*Cunliffe, Modern Fnglish Playwrights
,
p. 101.
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necessary thet they h* ve funds. ’Thile cashing p check at the
hank, it occurs to young Polder that by simply changing nine
pounds to read ninety pounds, he my obtain oil the money he needs
for the trip. TIe forges the check, intending to repay the money
later. The whole thing is done in a twinkling. It i s the first
step in a life’s tragedy.
Falder is suspected, arrested, tried, and convicted. The sen-
tence is penal servitude for three years. The harshness of prison
life is clearly depicted. One scene reveals Falder in his cell,
tormented by ouiet, almost crazed by noise, ^e is on the verge of
insanity. Coke son
,
a kindly man from the law office, visits the
orison in the hope of alleviating ^alder's suffering. Finally, at
the end of two and a half years, the prisoner is released on
ticket-of-leave. His health and reputation ruined, he finds it
difficult to obtain employment. At laigth things begin to look
brighter, and it is possible that Ruth may secure a divorce from
her husband, when Falder is charged with using forged references
in seeking employment
,
and with failure to report as a ticket-of-
leave man. He is about to be taken away when he throws himself
down a staircase and breaks his neck.
There is a false note at the end of the play. Coke son says,
"Ho one'll touch him now.’ Hever again.' He's safe with gentle
Jesus.'" Somehow that doesn't gibe v/ith what lias gone before, and
it has served to divert attention from the tragedy. Actors have
found it to be an extremely difficult speech to utter without mak-
ing it seem finny or profane.
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"But to retarn to Falder: his is an extremely pathetic case.
Tn this ploy there is no doubt where Galsworthy's sympathy lies,
even though he seems fair to the opposing side. Falder is essen-
tially honest but extremely weak. He is physically weak, the
nervous, consumptive type. He is sensitive and sympathetic. His
chivalrous nature has occasioned all his trouble. ^or him the
rigors of orison life are unbearable. Essentially good rather
than evil, he is nevertheless the victim of his weakness. Once
out of prison, he is shunned as an outcast from society. Itaking
a great effort to push on in any case, he is suddenly confronted
with the vision of orison walls again. Tt is too much. Heath
is to be -preferred.
Galsworthy does not point out a remedy for this sort of
thing. Put what intelligent person with a spark of humanity could
watch such a drama and not demand a remedy*? Falder' s case is, in
a sense, a special one, and it is certainly difficult to handle.
Put who can say what might not have been accomplished by greater
friendliness and under standing?
THE R'GITIVE
The Rigitive
,
according to Clayton Hamilton, hovers tantaliz-
ingly between the two extremes of effectiveness and ineffective-
ness. "The story,’' he tells us, "is interesting; 'the characters
are true to life; the dialogue is written with that high regard
for truth which is mystically indis tinguishable from a high regard
for beauty."* Pet us examine the olay.
Problems of the ^laywright
,
p. 157.
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Clare hednond, after five years of marital misery, finds
wedded life unbearable and decides to leave her husband. She is
a lover of beauty, is fond of poetry and music, while George is
prosaic and matter-of-fact. They seem to have no ideas in common,
and Clare shrinks from a purely physical relationship.
She leaves her home, seeks the advice of her literary friend,
Valise, and soon finds employment selling gloves in a draper’s
shoo. The unaccustomed drudgery is too much for her, and after a
time .she returns to TTalise to stay with him as his mistress. George
finds her, offers to allow her to return to him on quite reasonable
terms, but it is too late. Thwarted in his generous offer, George
seeks a divorce and sues T'alise for two thousand pounds. This ruins
Malise professionally, and Clare, who loves him, leaves rather than
cause him further trouble.
"But she is not fitted to earn her living and is entirely with-
out funds. In the final act we find her in a restaurant, on the
brink of a sad career, when suddenly she lias a vision of the life
before her end, like ^alder, chooses death instead. She drinks
poison there in the restaurant and life quietly slips away to the
accompaniment of a hunting song, ’’This day a stag must die.”
Again, like balder, she is a victim--to a love of beauty and
ideals. 'Both Twisden, the solicitor, and Valise had tried to warn
her. ’’As you haven’t money,” said Twisden, ’’you shouldn’t have
been pretty. You’re up against the world and you’ll get no mercy
from it.” ,,ralise spoke more heatedly and more at length, conclud-
ing thus: ”’7ill they let you be? Hue and cry! The hunt was
tt
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joined, the moment you "broke away .’ It v/ill never let up I Covert
to covert--till they’ve ran you down
,
ana you’re "back in the cart,
and God pity you.’”
The play obviously is an indictment against the harshness of
a world that produces such tragedies. ’That is the moral? That
every girl should be trained to earn her own living? Perhaps.
’Then Clare’s brother is discussing her situation with her, he says,
’’And. you’re too pretty to go on the tack of the hew Woman and that
kind of th ing- -haven 't been brought up to it.” She replies, iron-
ically, ’’British home-made summer goods, light and attractive—
don’t wear long.” And of course the playwright is calling atten-
tion to the sad results of lack of sympathy and under standing in
married life.
THF PIGEOII
The Pigeon
,
called a fantasy in three acts, was published in
1912. It is one of the most whimsically amusing of Galsworthy’s
plays. T t concerns the problem of the vagabond.
Christopher ’Vellwyn, an artist, is extravagantly generous to
the poor and needy. He is so construct ed that he cannot refuse
to help anybody. Be has the habit of passing out cards to those
in distress, and the recipients never fail to apply for further
aid. Wellwyn’s daughter Ann struggles against her father’s ex-
travagance, but it cannot be curbed.
The poor and needy ones whom we meet in the play ere Guinevere
’'egan, a flower-seller
,
Timson
,
a former cabman, and Ferrand, an
II
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alien. Rory ’Tegan
,
the girl’s husband, also appears, but he is
not essentially one of Nellwyn' s protegees. The three mentioned
arrive separately at TelTwyn's house on Christmas Pve, presenting
cards that he has given them, and since Ann is safely on her way
to bed, the ' T pigeon' T undertakes to shelter them for the night
.
New dear’s ^ay finds them still there, despite Ann's protests.
’ Trs. TTegan is serving as model for ’Vellwyn, Timson is going through
the motions of washing brushes, and ^errand, at the moment, is
looking for employment. Of course he finds none. Three social
reformers arrive and make recommendations. A clergyman, Canon
Bartley, believes that ?!rs. T *egan should return to her husband.
“Professor Calway is of the opinion that the State should be sup-
ported in helping the undeserving. Sir Thomas Hoxton, always con-
trary-minded, insists that support should be given only to private
organizations for the assistance of the deserving.
The dependants become more difficult. They regard ’Tellvyn as
a pigeon easily plucked. Perrand makes love to ?Crs. ?:egan. Tim-
son apnlies himself to the drinking of rum. TTrs
. Negan causes a
new sensation by attempting to drown herself, but she is saved
and nrosecuted for attempting suicide.
inn finally insists that they move to some other lodging
where they cannot be found by the card holders. TIoving day is
April first, and the play finishes with Wellwyn's giving drink,
"tips,’’ and even his new address to the three humble-men who are
moving the furniture.
Certainly there is no solution to the problem of the vagabond.
(
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In many respects the ending is very inconclusive. What lesson does
the playwright teach? For one thing, he shows us that degenerates
of the type presented dislike the idea of confinement in an institu-
tion. Tirnson T s experience had no corrective result. As soon as he
was released he became hopelessly intoxicated again. T Irs. Megan de-
nounces such confinement as "no life at all" after selling flowers,
and she is an ardent seeker of a joyous life. Ferrand, the philos-
opher, states the case very clearly. "Since I saw you, monsieur, I
have been in three institutions. They are palaces. One may eat upon
the floor--though it is true --for kings--they eat too much of skilly
there. One little thing they laek--those palaces. It i s under stand-
ing of the Tuman heart. In them tame birds pluck wild birds naked. .
Monsieur, of their industry I say nothing. They do a good work
while they attend with their theories to the sick, and the tame old
and the good unfortunate deserving. Above all to the little children
Put, monsieur, when all is done, there are always us hopeless ones. .
We wild ones- -we know a thousand times more of life than ever will
those sirs. They waste their time trying to make rooks white. Be
kind but do not try to change our skins . . . The harm we do to
other s--is it so much? If I am criminal, danger ous-- shut me up .T
T would not nity myself--nevare. But we in whom something moves
—
like that flame, monsieur, that cannot keep still --we others— we
others- -we are not many- -that must have motion in our lives
,
do not
let them make us prisoners with their theories, because we are not
like them; it is life itself they would enclose."
Galsworthy further points out that abstract theory or
(
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general principle cannot solve the problem. The clergyman, the
nrofessor, and the justice of the peace all fail in their sugges-
tions. They demonstrate both figuratively and literally their
capacity for losing sight of the individual. Ferrand says of
them: 'T Those sirs, with their theories, they can clean our shins
and chain our r abits--that soothes for them the aesthetic sense;
it gives them too their good little importance. But our spirits
they cannot touch, for they never e understand. Without that,
monsieur, all is dry as a parched skin of orange.”
There it is again--the plea for understanding. To the play-
wright it matters not whether we consider Hrs. Jones, Falder,
Clare Redmond, Ferrand, Timson, ?'rs. Ttegan
,
or a hundred others,
’'hat is our capacity for understanding?
THF FOB
The tragedy of the idealist is unfolded in The Fob. Stephen
Fore is a pacifist whose convictions promnt him to oppose the war
into which his country is about to enter. He holds the nosition
of an TTnder-Cecret ,:! r^r of State, and his prospects are excellent.
His stand on the war question ruins his hopes, but he rigidly de-
fends his ideals.
He believes that a big nation should not wantonly attack a
little nation. It should nrotect the smaller country or e"> se
leave it alone. He deplores England's proneness to extend her
territory by finding easy pretexts for quarrels.
Fore's wife disagrees with him. Her father is a general who
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has served, his country for fifty years. Her three brothers are
serving at the front. Despite this and the realization that he
is about to ruin a political career, More goes to the House of
Commons and delivers a speech of protest after the Hnglish
troops are actually at war.
The results have been predicted. He alienates not only the
members of his own family, but he becomes the object of fierce
attacks by the press, by mobs, and by individuals. He is branded
as unpatriotic. Despite all this, he sticks to his principles.
One of his wife's brothers is killed in action. Hatherine
herself makes a final plea that he abandon his stand
,
but it is
useless. She leaves him, taking their daughter with her. Almost
at once More is attacked by a mob that rushes into his house. A
crazed girl stabs him. A Hnion Jack is laid across his breast,
and the body is left alone. There follows the final scene, des-
ignated as ’'Aftermath
,
TT in which appears a statue erected to the
memory of ’ Tore
,
"faithful to his ideal."
T t is difficult to say whether or not More was justified in
his position. Whatever may be our sentiment in regard to that,
we can at least appreciate the play ’’as a study of the eternal
warfare ever being waged between fidelity to principle and worldly
compromise. More. . . belongs to the gLorious company of ideal-
ists, whom the world first crucifies and then canonizes, taking
care to delay the erection of monuments in their honor till they
themselves can trouble the world no more with their disturbing
dreams. "*
''Goats, John Galsworthy as a Dramatic Artist, p. 133.
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A BIT_ 0 r LOVE
Michael Strangway
,
central figure of A Bit o_ T Lov
e
,
is
another idealist, misunderstood and reviled by his associates.
’Then we first see him he is playing the flute before a large
framed photograph of a woman. His age is about thirty-five.
"There is something cab out the vdiole of him that makes him seem
not quite present. A gentle creature, burnt within."*
Strangway is a clergyman whose wife has left him for a
former lover, Dr. Lesart, the only man she ever really cared for.
Strangway is disturbed by her going
,
as is evidenced by his going
off into reveries nov; and then. Of course there is talk in the
village, and Strangway is severely criticized. Beatrice appears
and begs him to release her without insisting upon divorce pro-
ceedings, which would bring wublicity and disgrace. Strangway,
loving her mightily, lets her go. He is then called upon to con-
sole Jack Cremer, a villager who has lost Ms wife by death.
TTews of what has happened is quickly spread about town and
very generally and heatedly discussed. Teople who have not the
slightest understanding of the circumstances freely offer their
opinions. There develops a contempt for Strangway, who has seemed
too weak to defend his rights in the matter. They do not knov/
their curate. A fierce .spiritual struggle is going on within him,
but mere physical force cannot help matters. He reaches the
point where he doubts whether there can be a God, and. he concludes
that the best thing for him to do is to commit suicide. He pre-
pares for a hanging in the barn, but two people prevent him from
*’Erom the beginning of the play.
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carrying out his purpose. Little Tibby Jarland
,
a member of his
confirmation class, is curled up in the hay. By her artless
chatter about the moon and other things she awakens anew his love
of Nature. She goes, and out of the shadows comes Jack Cremer,
the man whom Strangway had consoled in his bereavement.
STRANGUAY. ves, Jack. How goes it?
CRET1ER. T Tes empty, zurr. But T T 11 get on some’ow.
STRANG’VAY. You put me to shame.
CREMNR
.
TTo
,
zurr. I T d be killin’ me self, if I didn T feel I
must stick it, like yu said.
(They stand gazing at each other in the moonlight.)
STRANGYAY. (Very low) I honor you.
Vie have our last glimpse of Strangway leaning against the lintel
of the door, looking at the moon. Lifting his hand in the gesture
of urayer
,
he says: "God, of the moon and the sun; of joy and
beauty, of loneliness and sorrow--give me strength to go on, till
T love every living thing.™
That is the message of the play— love, "le see exhibited
again the harshness of the world's judgment, made possible because
of lack of understanding. In despair, Strangway sees only death
ahead. Then magically, through friendship he is draval back to the
loveliness of God's world.
THE ROUNDAT TONS
The foundations is uerhaps the most amusing of Galsworthy's
plays. T t is called "an extravagant play," and such it seems to
be, for the story is absurd and incredible.

Lord and Lady T7illiam Lromondy
,
Yho are extremely rich,
live in a palatial residence in Park Lane. A supposed bomb is
discovered in the vane- cellar, and suspicion rests upon a
plumber, Lob Lemmy. Lob comes of a poor family and lives with
his aged mother, a seamstress. Thus the very rich and the very
noor are introduced.
The characters are well portrayed and have amusing peculiar-
ities. The moral o f the play seems to indicate that extreme pov-
erty and ’’sweated labor’’ do not provid e a good basis for a social
order. The only satisfactory way to overcome these conditions is
through mutual und er st and ing and sympathy. Happiness and prosper-
ity come through love. 'Trs. Lemmy says philosophically: ’’ Therr
bain’t nothin’ in life, yu know, but a bit o' lovin’ --all said an’
done; bit o' lovin’, with the wind an’ the stars out. . . ’Tes the
’eart makes the world go round; ’tesn’t nothin’ else, ‘In my opinion.
TIIH SHIP GA!TT
The Skin flame treats of a bitter feud between a family of the
landowning class and one of the manufacturing class. Hornblov/er
,
a successful manufacturer of pottery, our chases a part of the
estate of Hil^crist, a conservative country gentleman of the old
school. TTe plans to turn out the cottagers, to purchase some ad-
joining lend, and to build thereon a large factory which will
doubtless spoil Hillcrist’s excellent view of his estate.
TTornblower ’ s intentions are not to be scowled upon. He hopes
to develop a large tract of land, to become the center of a small
*
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universe of his own
,
and perhaps eventually to he rewarded by a
seat in Parliament. TTe sees himself as a public benefactor. The
Hillcrists regard him as a scoundrel and a cad. To his annoyance,
they refuse -to recognize socially his daughter- in-law Chloe
,
the
wife of his elder son Charles.
There develops a fierce struggle over the building of the
proposed factory. TTornblower is determined to build it, and TTill-
crist is determined to prevent its being built. It is decidedly
a "skin game," a "fight to the finish." Jill, the daughter of
Killcrist, and Rolf, the younger son of TTornblower, are attracted
to each other and attempt to halt the strife, but to no purpose.
"eventually the contested property is awarded to TTornblower
,
who is able to outbid his enemy. Then greater meanness is re-
sorted to. "Mrs. Killcrist has learned some unfortunate things
about the past of Chloe
,
and she unscrupulously drags them for-
ward, causing the girl horrible suffering. In the end, both fami-
lies are degraded by the ouarrel. The play is concluded with this
speech of TTillcri st T s : "’Then we began this fight, we had clean
hands--are they clean now? "’/hat's gentility worth if it can't
stand fire?"
This play, published in 1920, has an allegorical meaning be-
vond the obvious one. T t touches upon another conflict, the Great
Par, v/hich also brought about a certain lowering of ideals and a
use of unworthy weapons on all sides."
*Coat s, John Galsworthy as a Prana. tic Artist , p. 151.
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THF FAMILY MM
The disaster which may resalt from the exercise of too much
parental authority is the basis of The family Fan . Jolin Guilder
is a tyrannical, hot-tempered family head who feels that he can
rule the household with an iron hand. One by one the members of
his family revolt . Athene, his daughter, marries "to all intents
and purposes" but not legally, remembering the awful picture of
married life in her own family. Even Mrs. Builder goes, feeling
that she can bear the tyranny no longer. For striking his own
child and assaulting a constable, Builder is put in prison. The
end of the play shows the return of T !rs. Builder to a subdued
husband
.
The pla:;- is highly improbable and farcical
,
but it reasserts
an idea that Galsworthy has implanted in The Forsyte Saga : a man
cannot treat the members of his family like a piece of property.
LOYALTIFS
loyal ti e
s
is one of Galsworthy's best plays. It shows several
peonle loyal to the best traditions of the set or class to which
they belong;.
The story starts with the discovery of a robbery. It i s about
midnight at the home of Charles and Lady Adela Wins or. A house
party is in progress, and the host and hostess, preparing for bed,
discuss their guests. One is Ferdinand de Levis, a rich young Jew
whose extreme fondness for money makes him rather unpopular.
Another is Ronald Fancy, a retired army captain. Fancy is apparently
((
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very short of funds. TTot long before he hrd given his mare Rose-
mary to de Levis, feeling that he could not afford to keep it him-
self. he Levis has just sold the horse for a thousand pounds,
which action honey resents, Luring the evening hancy had won a
ten-pound bet from de Levis by jumping from the floor to the top
of a bookcase.
he Levis appears at the door of VIinsor's bedroom with the
story that he has been robbed of a thousand pounds. The money
had been taken from under the pillow while he was having a bath,
and the bedroom door had been locked. The thief had entered by a
window. The TTinsors are chagrined and indignant that de Levis is
capable of suspecting the guests. As a me. tter of fact, he sus-
pects hancy, vho needs money, is resentful about the sale of Rose-
mary, end agile enough to leap from one balcony to another--had he
not jumped from the floor to the top of the bookcase? An inves-
tigation is started and pushed by de Levis when he finds himself
scorned by Dancy's friends and even blackballed for the Jockey
Club. The missing banknotes are traced by means of their numbers
and hancy is found guilty. They were sent to an Italian wine mer-
chant to pay a debt of honor involving the man's daughter. Dancy's
attorney advises him to leave the country and enter the war in
Morocco.
Dancy’s disgrace is most keenly felt when he faces his wife.
She is loyalty itself, and even tries to shield him from a police
inspector. But a shot is heard from the next room. Dancy has
taken his life.
ft
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’That are the loyalties? Perhaps the greatest is that fine
loyalty of Mabel Dancy to a husband in disgra.ee . There is the
loyalty of the Wins or s to their guests. All of Dancy T s friends
are loyal to him; even a fellow guest who had touched the wet
sleeve of Dancy's coat on that rainy night after the robbery does
not betray him. De T.evis
,
loyal to his Jewish blood, resents the
unjust treatment accorded him. "My race was old," he points out,
"when you were all savages."
’VIITDO’TS
faith Ply is the central character in Windows . She has had
an unfortunate start in life and at the age of eighteen is the
mother of an illegitimate child. Distracted, in an unhappy moment
she stifles the child and is imprisoned for two years. Upon her
release she is employed in the home of the Marches, where her
father is a window cleaner. faith is unfitted for domestic ser-
vice a.no eager for freedom and "life." She encourages Johnny, the
son of the Marches, who is an idealist quite sorry for Faith and
willing to marry her. She is dismissed from the house and becomes
friendly with a young man of questionable moral habits. A police
inspector leads him away, and faith is urged to stay with the
Marches. She refuses. The Marches do not understand her. She
leaves, saying, "T'm soriy TT ve been so much trouble. . . There's
nothing to be done with a girl like me."
Meanwhile "is. March has made an illuminating discovery. She
addresses her surprised family.
i
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?TRS. I-tARCH. You thought she wanted--to be saved. Silly.1
She— just - -want s- -to—be --loved. 0,uit e natural'
?TR. JIARCH. Joan, what's happened to you?
MRS. MARCH. (Smiling and nodding) See- -people - -as--they-
-
are.' Then you won't be --disappoint ed. Don ' t--have--
ideals.' Have--vis ion- -just simple --vision .'
* * * *
T !RS. STARCH. The room's flill of Gas. Open the windows.'
Open.' And let ' s- -walk- -out --into the air.'
’Tent ion of windows occurs frequently throughout the play,
faith’s father, a window-cle aner by profession, says, "Windows
never stay clean, ^ou clean 'em, and they’re dirty again in no
time. rr TaJeen symbolically, this would seem to suggest that if
now and then our vision is clear and. we see things in their true
proportions, inevitably oar wind ow s get dirty again, and our
vision is obscured and distorted. Bly says, "There’s windows all
round, but you can’t see." Our vision is too narrow.
THE FOREST
The ^orest presents the social injustice of high finance, in
which innocent investors are made to suffer heavy losses through
the machinations of powerful operators. Adrian Bastaple is the
financier vvhose ruthless abuse of power causes tremendous suffer-
ing.
The time is the la. te 'nineties, just before the Boer War.
African shares are threatened with a slump. Bastaple, who is in-
terested in "South African Concessions," believes that the em-
ployment of coolie labor will cause the shares to rise. It seems
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desirable to draw public attention to the evils of slave trade in
Belgian Central Africa, end for this purpose an expedition, headed
by John Strood
,
is sent out to bring back reports of slavery in
the TTpper Congo in time for the general meeting of "South African
Concessions" which is to be held ten months later.
4cts Two and Three are set in Africa, in the forest itself.
Strood is diverted by a rumor of the discovery of diamonds farther
south, and he promptly changes his original plans in the hope of
finding diamonds and adding glory to the expedition. He is a
domineering leader who easily make s enemies among his own men and
the natives. He antagonizes a half-caste Arab girl, who is re-
sponsible for his death in the heart of the forest. Other members
of the party meet death also, and of course the expedition fails.
A surviving member of the party carries back to London a story of
defeat
.
The outlook is not bright. Bastaple himself has lost a sub-
stantial investment in the expedition, the coolie labor idea is
doomed, and rumors of war with consequent losses are unmistakable.
But Bastaple is a resourceful man with a fertile brain and a lust
for money. He seizes upon the diamond rumor and converts it into
heavy nrofits for himself. The scheme is simple: Tre causes the
s-nread of a report that Strood has discovered diamonds and reached
the co^st. The shares rise instantly. Bastaple sells out at
enormous profit before the Boer 'Tar, rewarding "’arrell, his confi-
dential man, with a ten per cent, participation. The perpetrator
is safe, for his tracks are carefully covered.
The injustice of the scheme is clear. Hundreds of investors
ii
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have been defrauded; Strood and other members of the expedition
have lost their lives; native Africans have been cruelly treated.
Bastaple has been called a financial Napoleon, "a megalo-
maniac of infinite coolness and resource, who is gifted with
fierceness of purpose and m unbending resolution, and who, once
he embarks upon a scheme
,
will be stopped in it by nobody, what-
ever the suffering involved, until at last he thinks in terms of
continents end millions and wields illimitable power over the
lives and fortunes of his fellow men.’’"' "/hen Best an le is talking
with Beron 7imbosch, who brings confidential tidings of the coming
war, the Beron exclaims, "Bon Dieu .’ you. are all idealists in this
country." Thereupon Bastaple smiles, and the Beron quickly quali-
fies his statement. "Ah.T not you, T 'r. Bastaple --not you.’"
A Scotchman, James Collie, who is one of the victims of the
expedition, utters words of wisdom. "There's a ween o' plans go
wrong because o' personalities." Bastaple and Strood are both
powerful personalities whose natural functioning works disaster.
Again, the Scotchman says: "The Empire's built by men that's got
an itch to measure theirsels against the impossible. Strood T s a
great man in his way." So is Bastaple. So is Napoleon. But
"measuring themselves" involves a tremendous cost.
The African scenes afford much that is splendid and exciting.
T
'en T s struggle against nature, the Englishmen's conflict with the
hostile savages, and the sturdy spirit of the empire -builders—
all these °re depicted in vivid style. There is the ominous under-
current of the tom-toms, which suggests 0 ’Neil's Bmoeror Jones .
*Coets, John Cal swor thy as a Dramatic Artist
,
p. 82.
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Collie remarks, amusingly
,
TT Those damned, drums: ITeh J but 1 tis
awfu T like the Salvation troy in Glasgow.’' One marvels at the
dog-like devotion of Amina to derrick. She watches him jealously
and would endure anything for his sake. A ca.se in point is her
escape from Strood and his party, who have been holding her c ac-
tive. Triumphant
,
she returns to the deserted T!errick and clr srs
his ]me e s
.
A’fH'TA. Amina come ba.ck,' Tscape--come through forest--back
to Herrick.
(Again she embraces his knees, and is about to kiss
his feet
.
)
HRRRTCH. (Rising) Get up. T don't like you to do that
.
(Rais-
ing her by the shoulder end stroking it ) ’There did you
leave them, Amina?
AMINA. Two marches. (With a smile that shows her white teeth)
They not cle ver--Amina too clever. At night--she burn
rope --look.'
(She shows a burnt place on her arm.)
HHRRTC?’". God.' That must hc ve hurt.'
Self-sacrificing loyalty of man to man is shorn when Herrick rigid-
ly insists that Amina guide him to Strood, whom she hates, and again
when both men are making a final stand for life, endangered on all
sides by bloodthirsty savages.
OLD HHGLISH
Old English is deficient in plot and is largely a character
study of Sylvanus Hey thorp, familiarly known as "Guardy." He is
a sturdy aristocrat, eighty years of age, gouty, and chairman of
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the Island navigation Company. He v/as rather a rake in his youth
and still has a great fondness for liquor, especially port, al-
though his physician has forbidden him to dr ini: it. Tie has a
straight-laced daughter who is a prominent member of a temper a.nce
society and, in Heythorp’s opinion, ,T too holy to get married. rT
Other dependants include the widow of his illegitimate son and her
two children.
Harly in the play we see him dominating a directors’ meeting.
He indulges in a piece of trickery for the purpose of securing an
income for the family of his son. The scheme is exposed and there
is nothing left for ”Gua.rdy” to do but resign. He treats himself
to a fine (Tinner, replete with liouors, and dies soon after the ban-
quet. Holly, the Irish servant girl whan he liked, exclaims on
seeing the body, ’’Hother o’ Jasus The grand old fightin’ gintle-
man .’ The great old sinner he was.’”
The part of TTeythorp has been very cleverly played by George
Arliss in TTew vork and by TTorman HcKimel in T ondon.
TKF, SHO’T
The Show is an exposition of the unfortunate results of un-
governable curiosity which pries its way into the secret affairs
of private individual, s and presents its findings in the public
press
.
Colin ,Torecombe is an airman who has committed suicide by
shooting himself. Investigation of the case reveals that he had
been living apart from his wife , that a young waitress had been
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his mistress, and that his wife had been visiting another man when
the suicide took place. The public is served all the details.
Soon it is found that Yorecombe has committed suicide because he
was subject to fits of temporary insanity; feeling another attack
coming on, he had resolved on suicide. These facts are communica-
ted to a friend in a letter mitten just before the suicide oc-
curred. Thus the investigation is completed, but not without
causing tremendous suffering to Yore combe T s widow and her lover,
his mother end father-in-law, as well as to Daisy Odiham, the
young wai tress, and he r fam i ly .
The story is dramatically set forth, and the tirade against
the nress is unmis takable . Yet in its defense it is said that
"the villain in the piece" is the uublic
,
not the press. Even
Odiham, Daisy T s father, says, "Tt T s human na ture to want to see
all there is." Hut the playwright makes clear that in such cases
as this the curiosity is not healthy. It is a morbid desire to
consider somebody else T s misfortune as a show to be greedily en-
joyed and gossiped about.
ESCAPE
Galsworthy has declared that Escape
,
written in 1926, is to
be his last play
,
as he desires to devote his attention exclusively
to novel writing. It deals with a familiar theme— the clash be-
tween the individual and modern machinery for the administration
of justice. It consists of a prologue and nine episodes.
The prologue discloses a conversation between ?fatt Denant and
I
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a girl, who is loitering in Hyde park for professional purposes.
Hatt
,
a war hero, is rather amused by the girl's talk and is just
walking away when a plain clothes man appears to arrest the girl.
Hatt interposes, maintaining that she is innocent
,
and in attempt-
ing to defend the girl he engages in a scuffle with the officer.
The plain clothes man is knocked down, and as he falls his head
strikes against an iron rail, causing his death. ITatt is taken
into custody.
Hpisode One reveals Ttatt on the prison farm talking to a
fellow convict. "The poor blighter was dead," he says, "and T got
five years for manslaughter . " He has three more years to serve
and resolves to attempt an escape. He is warned that it is ex-
tremely dangerous, but he manages it. The succeeding episodes show
him seeking refb.ge from his pursuers. Finally, when he is being
screened by a clergyman, he steps forth and gives himself up rather
than require the oarson to lie for his sake.
Sympathy is with T!att throughout . He is an intelligent, ap-
pealing fellow who, through the exercise of Ms natural chivalry,
finds himself in a serious predicament. It seems as though he had
not deserved a prison sentence. Hence v/e do not blame him for
escaping. Tt is to be noted, also, that the intelligent people
whom he meets after his escape all sympathize with him and try to
insure his safety. ’Then at last he has acted nobly to save the
parson from a difficult situation, he says, "It T s one’s decent self
one can’t escape." -nd the parson replies, "Ah! that’s it! God
keep you.”’
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III. SC7-3IARY
Galsworthy T s playwright ing career covers a period of twenty
years, from 1906, when The Silver Box was produced, to 1926, which
saw the appearance of Escape . The nineteen dramas, apart from
one-act plays, which he had published during that time reveal a
keen interest in the social life of his time and a sincere effort
to awaken a realization of its deficiencies.
The essay entitled ’'Some Platitudes Concerning Drama" sets
forth the playwright's theories of drama. TTe maintains that a
drama must have a scire of meaning, and his chosen technique is
tha t of natural ism .
The faith fline ss with which he practiced his theories is well
revealed in his plays. They are well-made and reveal a fine
dramatic sense. T t is apparent that Galsworthy possesses the
sensitive soul of the artist and the ardent zeal of the reformer.
Bis deep sense of pity and sympathy for the unfortunate prompts
him to plead their cause through the forceful medium of social
drama
.
'That causes of social unrest are exhibited in the plays?
There is, first of all, an exaggerated personal egoian. We see
this in The Silver Bor
,
The Eldest Son
,
The Skin Game
,
The Forest
,
A Family Man
,
and Joy . There is likewise a group self-centredness,
shown in The 7 Tob and The Show . We find the abuse of power resting
in the hands of leaders, such as Anthony and Roberts in Strife and
Heythorp in Old English . We should note also the unfair adminis-
tration of justice in The Silver Bor, Justice, and Escape. Another
(
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cause of misery is a lack of appreciation of the social organism
as a whole. Strife and. The Found at i ons my he cited as examples.
Lastly, there is the very prevalent lack of sympathetic under-
standing which is so repeatedly stressed in The Pigeon
,
Windows
,
Joy, loyal ti e s
,
The Fugitive
,
The TTob
,
A Pit £' Love
,
The Show
,
Strife- -indeed it seems that we can find evidence of it in every
play. It is this, a lack of imaginative sympathy, that Galsworthy
especially deplores. nver and over his wiser characters plead for
love and kindness. "Therr bain T t nothin' in life
,
yu know,” says
Vrs. Lemmy, "but a bit o' lovin'"
The fundamental weaknesses of human nature, then, form the
svibject matter of Galsworthy's dramas. Such material is of
universal appeal in all ages. It is probable that Galsworthy's
excellent social studies may be accorded a permanent place in
English literature.
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